Introducing the HsPro® System

Athena GTX is proud to present the HsPro® System*. It consists of multiple portable wellness products that monitor physiological status including Pulse Rate, Heart Rate, Skin Temperature, and ambient environmental conditions during recreational, physical, or training activities.

*NOT YET COMMERCIALY AVAILABLE

GOALS
• Upgrade HsPro system design for production-readiness.
• Productionize and Validate prototype system for manufacturability.
• Deliver manufactured prototype systems that provide tactical air crew an early warning system for mitigating PE.

MILESTONES
COMPLETED
• Finish Hardware RDT&E and Update Physical Design
• Human Factors Feedback Results and Analysis Including Smartwatch Apps
• Streamline Software & Firmware for Production-Readiness
• Hold Critical Design Review
• Test Prototypes to Civilian and Military Standards

IN-PROGRESS
• Transition System From R&D to Production
• Prepare, Assemble, and Ship LRIP
• Deliver Production-Ready Prototype System

Athena GTX produces wireless, mobile, patient-worn, multiple casualty monitors to assist in point of injury triage and treatment decisions. We serve military and civilian markets related to medical state and smart monitors for first responders. Our devices allow personnel to connect with patient data remotely extending monitoring capabilities further into the field.